PETALING JAYA — Barely a week since fans ran riot after the Perak-Johor Darul Takzim match at Perak Stadium in Ipoh, an official from Johor Darul Takzim (JDT) II was caught on camera throwing a punch at a match official on Saturday.

Apparently unhappy with several calls made by referee Sukri Abdul Rahman, JDT II team manager On Jabbar Jaafar confronted Shukri before throwing a punch at him. JDT II were held to a 2-2 draw against UiTM in the Premier League match.

On was quickly pulled away by police. It was learnt police later stood guard at the referees' dressing room as several other officials dispersed a group of angry fans.

Video of the assault went viral on social media after it was uploaded on Youtube on the same day.

FA of Malaysia (FAM) have yet to receive an official report and have refrained from commenting about the matter.

This is the second bust-up involving a Johor official this season. The first was the alleged tunnel incident involving Johor FA president Tunku Ismail Ibrahim and T-Team players at Larkin Stadium during the FA Cup second round clash between JDT and T-Team in February. Tunku Ismail is also the Crown Prince of Johor.

The national body have yet to mete out a decision over the incident.

Offence 2.4 of FAM’s disciplinary code of conduct 2012 reads that if an official or player is guilty of physically harming any individual in the stadium can face a minimum suspension of six matches and RM4,000 fine.

The same regulation also reads that the sentence would be multiplied by 1.5, as per Article 79, if the offence was committed against a match official.